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ADJOURNMUENT.
THE: PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest)
mnoved that the House, at. its rising, adjourn until Thursday', 1st November.
Question put and passed.
The House adjourned at 10-8 o'clock
p.m.

Canalit veion Act Amendmnent Bill.

THE AGRICULTURAL BANK BILL.
THIRD READING.

This Bill was read a third time, and
passed.
POLiCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
THIRD

READING.

This Bill was read 'a third time, and
passed.
CONSTITUTION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND READING.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
S. H. Pinker): Hon. members are aware
that under the Constitution Act of 1889
there ate certain penalties relating to
persons who enter into contracts with
the Government. A contract under that
Act is a very wide term, and it includes
almost all engagernents entered into by
persons with the Goverunent. It may be
that some persons have unwittingly
Thursday, let November, 1894.
offended against the Act, and have
rendered themselves liable to the penalties
of the Statute.
In view of- this, the
Loan Items: procedure as ta-Leave of Absence to~on.
H. J. Sanders - Agricultural Bank Bill ithird Government have passed through the
resdiag-Poice Act Amendment Bill: third readAssembly this Bill, which reduces the
ing-Constitution Act Further Amendment Bill;
secondt reeztinp; committee; third reading-Loan
penalty of £,500 in the original Act to
Bill: Legislative Assemblye Messagcommittee:
£200, as the sun payable every day a
Bill: Commitee-laiwaye
4
rng-Drin
th
Act Amedmnt
B 1ll- first reading-Adjolirsment.
person shall sit or vote when disqualified.
Itbis further provided by this Bill that, all
THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Sir G. actions shall be brought within three
Shenton) took the chlair at 4-30 o'clock months of the time the right to bring
them arose.
At pr-esent there is no
p.m.
limitation, and years after a person may
have unfortunately been a contractor
PRAYERS.
within the meaning of the Act, and voted,
he may have a, writ issued against him
LOAN ITEMS-PROCEDURE AS TO.
for the recovery of at penalty.
The
Tas HoN. E. H. WITTENOOM, by Government and the members of the
leave, without notice, asked whether the Assembly think it fair and advisable to
Government would undertake to make limit the time in which these actions can
each railway mentioned on the Schedule be lbrought. to three months. There is a
in the Loan Bill the subject of a separate further provision that a person bringing
Act or Bill.
an au%,ction of this kind must find security
THE COLONIAJ, SECRETARY (Hon. for costs. At present, a. man who owes
S. H. Parker): Yes.
another a grudge mnay induce some person
who has not aLfarthing in the world to
LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO THE HON.
bring an action against a member of
H. J. SAUNDERS.
Ieither House-it may be a groundless
TIRE COLOIAL SECRETARY (H1on.
action, and after the case is heard
the unfortunate defendant, although he
S. H. Parker) moved by leave, without
notice, that leave of absence for one week
may have been perfectly ini the right,
be granted to the Hon. H. J. Saunders
has to pay his own costs. It seems to
on account of illness.
me only reasonable that if persons bring
Question put Land passed.
4actions to recover penalties of this sort,

Constitution Act

they should certainly be in a position to
pay the costs if they lose. Then it is
further provided that no action shall be
brought for any offence which may have
been committed up to the present time.
Jilon. members are aware that sometimes
in the course of their duties the President
and Speak'er are obliged to put into force
the Standing Orders. 'Under the Standing Orders members may be suspended
or removed, and lprovision is muade here
to inidemnify the President or Speaker
for any action they may deem it advisable
to take. It must, he borne in mind that
neither the Speaker nor the rresident can
do anything which is opposed to the
'wishes of the Rouse, and therefore, in
protecting the Speaker and President, we
are really protecting ourselves. I move
the second reading of the Bill.
Tas How. F. T. CROWDER: It is
not my intention to oppose the second
reading, but at the same time I do
not agree with Clause 5, which is retrospective legislation.
In cornmittee
I shall endeavour to strike this clause
out, becaus;e I consider it is not required,
and we should not at arty time encourage
retrospective legislation.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
IN

ConsituionAct[1
Amendment
ov.184.]
Bill.
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COMMITTEE.

Clauses 1 to 4 passed.
Clause 5.-No action shiall lie against
members under Sections 24, 25, and 32 of
the principal Act for anything done prior
to this Act:
Tau HON. F. T. CROWDER:- I move
that Clause 5 be struc;k out, for the reasons
T have already mentioned.
THE HONt. H. Mc KERN AN: I quite
agree with this amendment.
I think
retrospective legislation is altogether undesirable.
TaE Host. E. PlENTY: I shall support
the amendment, because the principle in
this clause of the Bill is a bad one.
Tan HoNq. E. H. WITTENOOMrI As
a rule I am entirely opposed to retrospective legislation, and more particularly so
when I find that it will do damage to any
part of the community. In this case,
however, I do not see that the Bill will
affect any' portion of the community, and
therefore, -under the circumstances, as
explained by the Colonial Secretary that
it is possible hon. members may have
unwittingly offended against the Act,
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although they have really done no harm,
I shall support the Bill as it stands.
THE HoN. E. ROBINSON: I have
mnuch pleasure in supporting this Bill as
it stands. Some members may have unwittingly offended against the law, and
they should be to some extent protected.
THiE HoN. D. K. CONGDON: It
seems to me that this clause is a very
proper one. It is inserted for the purpose of protecting hon. members, who
may have unwittingly done something
which, without this clause, would render
them liable to heavy fines and penalties.
I cannot, therefore, support the am endmnent.
THE Host., F. M. STONE: I may point
out to hon. members who propose to
strike this clause out, that they will be
preventing the benefits of this Act applying to memnlers who may have committed some offence previous to the
passing of the Bill. If the Government
has purchased from some hon. member a
paltry article months ago, that hon.
member is liable to have an action
1)rougllt against him, and a heavy penalty
inflicted.
THE Hon. S. J. HAYNES: Although
I1 am very strongly opposed to anything
like retrospective legislation, I shall support the clause on the ground that some
mnembers may have unwittingly offended,
and that an injustice will be done in the
present case.
THE

Hon4. H. MeKERNAN:

From

what has fallen from hon. memnbers, they
are evidently in a bad state, and require
this Bill to relieve them of responsibilities
which they have incurred. Under this
Bill no person may bring an action to
recover penalties unless he lodges £100,
but I was always under the impression
that professional etiquette prevented any
legal gentleman from bringing an action
-unless his client was in a position to paty
the legal expenses. Of course if the hon.
gentleman is in the habit of accepting
specualative eases it is a different thing.
I think we must look at the Bill outside
the action which wve know is pending, and
consider whether this is a proper clause
to pass.
Tas HON.

J. C. G-. FOULKES: After

some consideration I have decided to
support this clause. Members will bear
in mind the principal Act was passe-d in
1889, and I think it speaks well for the
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members of the Assembly and Council I them to lay, the Bills aside. Under
that since that time there have been no
these circumstances, without in any way
serious breaches, and no necessity for any atepigt
dictate to hion. members,
legal proceedings. I think hon. members
in the future will conduct themselves as
now is to pass the Loan Bill. By doing
so I repeat we shall not pledge ourselves
they have in the past, and although there
to these railways. All we do is to enable
may have been some technical breaches I
am sure there has been no intention to
the G overnment to raise one anid a-half
offend against the law.
milion p)ounds, which money inacludes
sums which may be expended on these
Tag HoN. F. T. CROWDER: I can
railways if Parliament passes the necesassure hon. members there is no feeling
sary authority. I have already told lion.
on) my part in making this amendment,
and I regret that a pending case has been
members that in regard to the Bridgequoted, because it had no wcight with town line the surveys wo-uld not be
undertaken until the Government had
me when I proposed this amendment.
My sole reason for bringing forwvard this done all the necessary surveys on the
goldlfields lines, and that this line will
amendment is that I do not believe in
not be allowed to go into competition
retrospective legislation in any Act.
with those other lines, or in competition
Amendment negatived.
with the construction of them. It is
Clause agreed to.
Remaining clauses agreed to, and Bill hoped, however, that the surveys may he
made within a reasonable time, as also
reported.
the surveys of the Collie line. In regard
The Standing Orders were sukqpended.
THIRD READING.
to the Collie Railway, the Government is
pledged not to expend more than £600
The Bill was read a third time, and
on the survey, and the Governent
_passed.
fur-ther pledges itself that not one penny
more will be expended until it is shown
LOAN BILL.
good coal exists there. No action will be
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY'S MESSAGES.
taken for twelve months, and only then
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hoil.
if the coal proves to be a good merchantable coal. In this event the Government
S. H. Parker): It will be remembered
that the Council sent a mnessage to the Iwill bring in a Bill to authorise the eonAssembly, asking for their reasons for not Istruction
of the railway, and then this
agreeing to our suggestions in this Bill.
]HMouse will have a full opportunity of
It will be observed that in their message
discussing the mnatter, and it will be
No. .30 the Assembly has courteously
competent for hon. mnembers, especially
given this House certain reasons. With
after the notie which has been given
regard to the reasons themselves I do not Iby this House to the other House as
propose to say anything. It seems to me
to their opinion *on this Bill, to lay,
we have discussed the matter at considerit aside.
I trust, however, that when
these Bills do come before the House
able length, and I have no doubt there
thbe necessity for them wilfl be so
is now a desire on the part bf the House
to arrive at some amicable settlement. It
apparent that no opposition will exist.
has been pointed nut that if either Rouse At the present time, without discussing
were to use its powers to the utmost, then
thematter further, I propose " That the
we must stop all business. The only way
considered
havingMessage
we can proceed is by mutual concession.
Council,
"te
Legislative
Assembly's
"Lgislative
No.
"30, and in view of the promise by the
It seems to me that thle Assemtbly has
conceded a considerable amount in send.
"Governiont to bring in separate Bills
ing to us any reasons. Hon. inem"dealing with the Blackwood and Comle
railways, deems it inadvisable fuarther to
hers have the assurances of myself- on
behalf of the Government that the Bills
" delay the passing of the Loan Bill."
dealing with these railways will be
Tant How. E. MeLARTY seconded the
brought in separately, and when they do
motion.
come before us, if hon. niembers deem it
Tas How. E. H. WITTENOOM: I
undesirable that the railways should be move that all the words in the Colonial
constructed, it will be quite competent for
Secretary's motion after'"That" be struck
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out, and the following inserted in lieu
It has been said that we have acted
thereof:-" The Legislative Cormcil inunconstitutionally, and that we have no
"forms the Legislative Assembly, in reply
power to make the amendments we
to its Message No. 30, that it has have; but by clause 23 we are em"passed the following resolutions :-( i.) Ipowered at any lime to make suggestions,
"That the Legislative Council Cannot
and so far, therefore, we have acted
"admit that there is no obligation on the
within our righits. As regards the debate
" part of the Legislative Assembly to give
which took place in another place, I think
"reasons for being unable to agree to the most superlative nonsense was talked.
"the suggestions of the Legislative Council We have our duties to perform, and I
"under section 23 of the Constitution
hope we shall carry them Out without
" Act Amendment Act, 1893. (2.) That
fear or reference to anyone. If we refer
":the reasons given by the Legislative to the Press we will see that it is
"Assembly cannot be entertained by the generally admitted that we have acted
"Legislative Oouncil as valid. The Legiswithin our rights, and even the paper
"lativo Council claims the f ullest, power, with which the Hon. Mr. Hackett is
",even if the works are important fea- connected agrees with us. The first
"hiures in the policy of the Government,
article was at terrible one, but the second
::and such a policy, as a whole, has been article was more temperate, and goes so
approvedbya majority of the Legislative
far as to ay that we have acted within
"Assembly, to make suggestions to the our rights.
",Legislative Assembly to strike out of
THE HON. J. W. HACKETT: I think
" the Loan Bill the items for such works.
you will find they both agree.
THE HoN. E. H. WITTENOOM: The
" (3.) The Government, however, through
"the Colonial Stecretary having given an secondl one very much modifies the first.
"assurance to the Legislative Council
Apart from that, I am pleased to see that
"that each proposed railway in the the hion. member has seen the error of his
" schedule to the Loan Bill shall be the ways. The public, I ant sure, is with us
"subject of a separate Bill for consideraon the stand we have made for our rights
"tion of Parliament, the Legislative oun- and privileges, and I am sure they will
cil agrees to the Loan Bill being passed.
give us credit for the action we have
(b.) The Legislative Council respectf ully taken. Coming to the reasons given by
"points out that in the exercise of its the Legislative Assembly ats to why they
":powers under clause 23 of 'The Con- have not agreed to our suggestions, they
,'stitution Act, 1889, Amendment Act, appear to me to be such ats we cannot
"'893, whereby it maty return any) Bill entertain.
As regards the Blackwvood
"at any stage with suggestions, the Railway, the information which was given
to this House upon which we were asked
"Legislative Council has taken the
earliest opportunity of intimating to to agree to it was so meagre that the item
the Legislative Assembly the Legislative was thrown out by 12 to 6. I am aware
"Council's views on the Blackiwood and that somc jpolrtion of the public feel sore
with us for having thrown out the line,
"Collie Railways, so that if the Bills for
"the construction of these works are but they are not fully aware of the reasons
"introduced for the consideration of the which led Lis to do so, because only one
"Legislative Council, the Legislative
side of the case has been pnt to themn
Assembly will be acting with a full owing to the manner in which the (debates
"knowledge of the feeling of the Legisla- have lbeen reported. HOW can the public
ltive Council in regard to thenm." Ithink tell why we have acted as we have done,
lion, mnembers will adinit that tip to when only the speeches on one side have
the present we have acted within our been reported?
If our. side bad been
rights under section 23 of " The Con- reported, everyone would have known
stitution Act of 1889." 1 think it is qwhat were the groumds we were acting
perfectly plain that we have most distinct
upon, but, for some reason or other, only
powers given us to offer suggestions on
the speeches of those who were in favour
any BI whih may come before us of the railway have been given any proemanating from the Lower House at any minence to. The majority of members
stage. It is not for any one to dictate to in this House consider that a large
us when we shall act within our powers.
portion of the expenditure proposed by
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this Bill is unnecessary -and unwarranted,
and they have taken the course which is
within their rights, and have said so. It
is stated that we have taken at most
arrogant course because the constituencies
as a whole have approved of the policy of
the Government. I unhesitatingly state
that this is not true, and I think that if
the members of the Assembly were to go
back to their constituents on the question
of these railways, they would not obtain
their seats again. If the constituencies
are so warmly in favourr of these railways,
why have we not heard of some mnanifestation of feeling throughout the country ?
At present we have heard no objections
raised to the course we have pursued,
except in the Blackwood and Bunbury
districts, which are the only two lplaces
interested. I think, if the course we
have taken was not approved by the
country, we should have heard much
more on the subject than we have. The
position we took uip was to send the Bill
back to the Assembly with our suggestions ; they have sent it back saying
that they cannot accept them, aind we
have now two courses only open to uts,
either to withdraw the Suggestions or
throw out the Bill. If we wre to adoptI
the latter corse, we should certainly

be saving about

£140,000, but it wouldl

be at the expense of other works which
the colony is in need of; and therefore I
do not think it a wise policy, for the sake
of the sumn I have mentioned, to jeopardise
the welfare of the colony by throwing
out the Bill, nor do I think we can in the
circumstances withdraw from our suggestions. Fortunately we can secure the end
we desire in another way. We have
received an assurance from the Colonial
Secretary that these Bills shall be
brought down. separately, and if we
intimate now, as we shiall (10 by the
resolution I propose, what are our views
with regard to these two railways, the
Assembly will know full well that when
the Bills come before us we shall throw
tbem~ out, unless a better case can be
ade out for them than has been up to the
p~resent time. We do not bind ourselves
to throw themf out, for every hon. member
will be perfectly free to act as he thinks
fit when each Bill comes before him; but,
at the same time, the Assembly will have
notice that, on the present information
before uts, there is every probability of our
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rejecting these Bills. For my part I
hope the inforniation which will be forthcoming will be sufficient to enable us to
support them, and if it is, I shall be one
who will give them my warmest support.
I will not, however, take up the time of
the House fumrthmer now, but will move the
amendment I have already read.
T14E HON. F. M. STONE: I beg to
second the resolution of the Hon. Mr.
Wittenoom, and in doing so I would
point out that the Assembly has not conceded anythiing, to this House in sending
dowvn reasons for returning the suggestions. The matter has been fully argued
out, and hon. members are convinced that
this House was right in demanding the
reasons which induced the Legislative
Assembly to return our suggestions. The
Message from the Assembly says that they
cannot acknowledge auy obligation on
their part to give reasons. We cannot
admit that, and by this amendment we
place it on record that we cannot agree
with this part of the Message. Let us
come to the reasons for returninig the
suggestions. There are really two : one is
that the works are importanit features of
the Government policy, which has been
approved by the majority of the Legislative Assemblly. I cannot see any reason
that, because the niajorityof the Assembly
has passed tbesc items, we should be
brnwd to assent to them also. I contend
that this House has a perfect right to
send these suggestions down at any
time. We have the same powers in regard to these Bills as the other House
has, except that we cannot introduce
them, but when once introduced I claim
we have the same poewers of amending
and dealing with them, although it
may not be in the satme maniner as we
may amend other Bills. And I feel sure
that, whilst the 23rd section of the Constitution Amendment Act remains in
force, we shall exercise these powers
whenever we deem it desirable.
With
regard to the latter part of the resolution,
the Hon. Mr. Wittenoom has dealt with it
in a way which comumends itself, I ant
sure, to hon. members of this House. In
effect we say that we have given notice to
the Assembly of our views on these items.
We now propose to pass the Bill, leaving
ourselves free to vote either for or against
the items when they atec again brought
before uts in *separ-ate Bills. I cannot,
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under these circiumstances, think that we
shall do wrong in passing the Loan Bill,
although, as I have already stated, the
Assembly must take notice from the resolution of my hon. friend, and be prepared
to have these Bills thrown out if better
reasons are not given why they should be
assented to than we have heard up to the
present.
TH E Hfonq. F. T. CROWDER: I beg to
support the amendment. I do not intend
to take up the time of the House, as I
consider the matter has already been
thoroughly threshed out and debated.
It seems to me that the Assembly
has tried to assail the rights of this
Council, and have tried to put upon
uts the onus of throwing out the Loan
Bill. To do so would, of course, be a
most serious matter, and I do not think
we should gain public support if we did
so. At the same time, by this resolution,
we are not departing fromt the original
stand we took, which was to get rid of
these two items, because, although we
cannot erase them from this Bill, we
can let the Assembly know our intention,
and throw them out when the separate
Bills, which the Colonial Secretary has
promised shall be introduced, come before
us. It will now be for the Government
to say, after the strong opinion expressed
by hon. members, whether they will
proceed with these works. It may be, of
course, that in twelve months time the
Government may be in possession of the
fullest proof that good merchantable coal
exists at the Collie; and if that be
so, I am sure all hon. members will
be willing to vote even double the
amount now asked for to build the
railway. With regard to the Blackwood
Railway, I1 do not see how the opinions
already expressed by hon. members can
be altered. I regret to say that a great
amount of pressure has been brought to
bear outside this Chamber to bring the
two Houses into collision, bitt I am very
glad to find that the common sense of
bon. members has risen superior to anything of the kind.
THE HON. E. RENT'?: I do not wish
to prolong this debate, except to say tba 't
a good deal of the present trouble has
been brought about by misrepresentations
and coercion outside. I take it that clause
23 of the Amended Constitution Act was
given to us-not to hamper any Govern-
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ment or to act as at means of obstructing
legislation-but to give this House an
opportuinity of preventing any undue
haste in pushing a Bill of this kind
through a thin House. We have sent
down a, suggestion to the Assembly that
we do not altogether agree with what
they have done, and I regret very much
that the matter was taken up as it has
been, Still, I hope wise counsels will
prevail, and that any collision or bad
feeling between the Houses will be averted.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
S. H. Parker) : I ask my hon. friend, Mr.
Wittenoom, and his suplporters, whether
he -will not amend a, portion of this
amendment, and thereby make it meet
the views of all hon. members? It has been
pointed out that an assurance has been
given that each proposal shall1 be the subject, of a separate Bill. Having specially
mentioned this, it obviously informs the
Assembly that the Council reserves to
itself the right to deal with these Bills in
any way it thinks proper, and does not
consider itself bound by the fact that it
passed the Loan Bill. This being so,
why go on and say that the Council
points out that it may return any Bill at
any stage with suggestions, andi that the
Legislative Council has taken the earliest
opportunity of intimating to the Assembly
the Council's views on the Blackwood and
Collie RailIways? It seems to me this is
somewhat undignified. It is using language that may he construed into a.
threat. We have the power, and the
Government will have fuill notice, after
what has taken place, that we do not consider ourselves bound to the items by
passing the Loan Bill, and therefore there
ts no necessity to use any language which
I
may be construed into a threat.
suggest to the hon. member to leave out
the whole of the last p)aragraph. It is
admitted on all sides we have taken
the earliest opportunity of letting the
Assembly 'know what our views are, anid
why should we repeat it, especially when
the repetition looks somewhat undignified,
and may be construed into a threat?
THE HON. 3. W. HACKETT: I think
we have reached a stage at which it
would be a credit for all parties to
arrive at an amicable understanding.
I am convinced, from. the spirit in
which the matter has been debated, that
there is no insuperable ground. against
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arriving at a common agreement with
regard to this message. I agree with
the Hon. Colonial Secretary that if the
length of the hon. gentleman's amendment. were reduced, it would greatly
conduce to a favourable settlement. If
the first and fourth reasons. wore dr-opped
out, We might give our unan,1imoDus vote on
the second and third reasons. I am entirely in accord with paragraph 2; the
Council is not bound by the fact that
any one of the works Jfs an importiat
featnre of the policy of the Government,
and that. the policy has been endorsed by
a majority of the Legislative Assembly.
Our allegiance is due, not to the Government or the Legislative Assembly, bunt to
the country. Therefore, whatever legislation the Government may see fit to introduce, and the Legislative Assembly may
see fit to endorse, they only come to the
Council entitled to the greatest respect and
consideration. There is no obligation on
the p-art of the Legislative Council to look
at it in the same light as the Legislative
Assembly, but we must see that it is not
only the policy of the Government, but
also the wish of the country. I think
our business is to look beyond the Government and the Assenmbly, and] see what
is the opinion of the country.
THE HoN. It. G. Bunims:; It is against
these railways.
THE HON. J. W. HACKETT: I do
not think so, hut I do not wish to go into
that. It is not a question now of whether
the policy is approved by the country or
not, but whether this Council has aceted
within its rights in making the suggestionis it.has. It will never do for the
House to tacitly acquiesce in the reasons
which have been put forward by the
Assembly, and 'ye owe a debt of gratitude
to the lion, member who has, by his resobition, put forward the true Constitutional view.
This Council claims the
fullest powers~, even over works which
form part of the policy of the Government. Therefore, I amn entirely in accord
with the second paragraph. In regard to

the third cause, the Lower Rlouses in
Australia claimi the sale right of raising
and controlling expenditure, but the
Legislative councils have not conurred
in that view to so full an extent, and I
think we take constitutional grounds
when we object as a matter of pt~ciple. As to the latter portion of the

third paragraph, there is no direct law or
direct precedent that the Council shall reciereasons in reply to their suggestions.
The Standing Orders provide that reasons

shl be sent by the Assembly on a disagreement with amendments by the
Council, Therefore it is only on the
analogy between suggestions -and amendments that we can argue the matter.
It is, therefore, on analogy, and if no
analogy exists, on grounds both of courtesy
and expediency that the Assembly has
given reasons. I think, therefore, that
the latter portion of the clause is an
expansion, and ant unnecessary expansion
to the first part of the paragraph. There
is a suspicion of menace in the words,
The part of the clause is injudicious and
undignified, and we shall stand on stronger
constitutional grounds if we strike it out
and carry the remainder of the amendment unanimously.
I would as,2k you,
sir, whether it would not be as well to
put each portion of the amendmient
separatelyP
THE PRESIT)ENT (Hon. Sir G. Shenton) : Standing Order 106 gives the
Coiuncil power to order it.
TasF HON. E. H. WITTENOOM: I
cannot see an

necessity for altering this

amendment. It has been very carefully
considered. The Colonial Secretary says
it is undignified, but I cannot see anything undignified in it. We have made
certain statements, which are perfectly
trute. With regard to the threat, which
is said to be embodied in the resolution,
I cannot see any threat or menace. The
amendment is simply an intimation of
the feelings of this House in regard to
these two items. We are alreadly giving
way a great deal in passing this Bill
at all, and we do so because we see
that we shall have another opportunity of getting rid of the items we
objectto. Perhaps the Hon. Mr. Hackett
has somte little interest in getting rid
of this paragraph, because he probably
hopes to ultimately get these items
through. In my opinion, if we eliminate
tis paragraph, it will not convey to the
other House what we want, I think we
should inforin the Assembly in plain and
unmistakable terms the position we take
uip, and I am therefore not prepared to
make any amendment.
THE HoN. S. J. HAYNES: I am prepared to support the present amendment
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as it stands, as I think this Rouse has
acted entirely within its rights and privileges in making the suggestions, and I
can see no reason why we should retr-ace
the steps we have taken. Althoughi it
mnay be said that these two items only
involve the country in an outlay of
£9140,000, wve should, by passing themn,
real]; be committing the country to at
least £340,000; and, at the present
time. I am sture such an expenditure is
not justified. We have intimated to the
Assembly at the earliest possible opportunity what is our view, and we now
propose to iformn the Assembly that the
reasons they have given for not accepting
our suggestions are not satisfactory, and
that we reserve to ourselves the right to
throw out the Bills when they come before
us. It is said that these items have been
endorsed by the country ait large, but I
unhesitatinglyv say that this is not so. I
fail to see anything in the amendment
which can be celled undignified; and I
think our reasons and views should be
put before the Assembly in unmistakable
language, so that it cannot be said that
no notice has been given as to what our
intentions are on these items. Of course,
when the Bills do come before us, there
mar be information with regard to them
which we are not possessed of now, and
I am sure that lion. members will then
deal with them in a calm manner, and on
their merits. We have no feeling in the
matter except for the good of the colony.
Question-That the words proposed to
be struck out stand part of the question
-put and negatived.
Question-That the words proposed to
be struck out be struckr out-put and
passed.
Question-That the words proposed by
the Hon. E. H. Wittenooin be inserted in
lieu thereof-put.
Tifu HoN. J. W. HACKETT moved
that each paragraph of the proposed
resolutions be put by separate motion.
Question put and negatived.
Tax HON, .40, G. FOULKXES: I move,
as an amendment, that the following
words, in the last paragraph of the Hon.
Mr. Wittenoom's proposal, be struck out
The Legislative Council respectfully
points out that in the exercise of its
"powers uinder Clause 23 of the Constitu"tion Act, 189., Amendment Act, 1893,
"whereby it may return any Bill at any
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" stage with suggestions, tile Legislative
" Council hs tatken the earliest oppor"tunity of intimating to the Legisfa ive
- Assembly the Legislative Council's views
" on the Blackwood and Collie railways,
"so that if the Bills for the construction
"of these works are introduced for the
" consideration of the Legislative Cornoil, the Legislative Assembly will be
of- the
acting with a6 full knowledge
"feelings of the Legislative Council in
"regard to them." The reason I ask
lion. members to strike these words out
is t~hat they contain a threat to another
body.
Without these words the Assenmbly must have full knowledge of our
views, because we have already had two
divisions on the items; the Blackwood
line was struck out by 12 to 8, and the
Collie line by 10 to 8, and these divisions
clearly show the feelings of this House.
Tav EoN. F. T. OnowonaR: They arei
not on record.
Tan Hox. J. C. G. FOUILKES: All the
divisions are on record, and I think it
quite unnecessary for us to tell the
Assembly what our views are in a
threatening manner, when it is obvious
they can see for them selves. A division
is quite sufficient a declaration of our
views. If we had no division, perhaps it
might have been necessary to hiave
inserted the paragraph. We hiave already
said we cannot entertain the reasons
given by the Assembly, and that fact
shows what the views of this House are.
Therefore it is unnecessary for us to go
on and say that if you, the Assembly, go
on with the Bill, look out. We wish to
treat the Assembly in the way we want
them to treat us. How should we like
such a message sent us? I take it that
the Assembly has equal powers to ours,
and that they will consider our views,
although they may act in the same way
that we will, independently. I ask lion.
members to support me in having this
paragraph struck out, because.I think we
should try, on a question of this kind, to
be as unanimious as possible.
THE BoxN. J. W. HACKETT seconded
the motion.
THaE Honq. E. H. WITTENOOM: I
hope lion, members will not allow themselves to be influenced by what the Hon.
Mr. ]Foulkes has said. We should, in
clear and unmistakable lan1guage, let the
Assembly know what our views are, and
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if we strike out this paragraph we shall
practically give no intimation at all to
the Assembly. We can well understand
why the Hon. Mr. Foulkes and Mr.
Hackett wish to have these words dimiuated. No doubt they think if these
words remain members will be unable in
the future to vote for these items, whereas
if the paragraph is struck. out it will be
open to them to vote for both railways.
The Council divided.
Ayes..
12
Noes_
Majority
The Hfon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
Thle H1on.
The Hon.
The
Th mom.
Ron.
The Hon.
Th lInen.
The Hon.
The Hou.
(Teller.)

...

I
Ares.
B. 0. Bunges
P. T. Crowder
E. W. Davice
U. E. Demnpster
R. W. Hartley
S. J. HaD5
Ernest ienty
H. MXernan
3. E Richa~rdsonl
R.iobinson
F, X. Stone
R. H. 'Wittenoow,

...

7

NOES.
The Hon. D. K. Congdon
The Hon. J. W. Hackett
'In. Ron. E. MoLarty
The Hon. S. H. Parker
The Hoe . C... Foulkes
(ele.

Amendment negativedl.
Question-that the resolution be agreed
to-put and passed.

Ordered-That the ResolutLion be transmitted by message to the Legislative
Assembly.
At 6-30 o'clock p.m. the PRESIDENT
the chair until 7-30 o'clock p.m.

left
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difficulty in sending small lots of sheep to
market.
Amendment passed.
Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clause 3.-Proprietor of travelling
stock to provide himself with a waky-bill
THE How. F. II. STONE: I move that
the words "JTustic:e of the Peace or" be
inserted between -' earest" au&' Inspector" in the third sub-clause. If the
way-bill is -unfortunately lost or destroyed, the drover, under the Bill, has to apply
to the nearest inspector or officer in charge
of the nearest police station. If " justice
of the peace" is added it wvill facilitate
matters,
Amendment put and passed.
THE HoN. F. M. STONE: I move, as
a further amndment, that "justice of
the Peace or " be similarly inserted in the
fifth line of sub-section (4).
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, ats amended, agreed to.
Clauses 4 and 5 agreed to.
Clause 6.-Drovers to give notice
before entering a run:
TanE HON. F. Mf. STONE: I move that
the words "approach within ten miles of
the head station or homestead on any
run, or the head quarters of any person
in charge of stock on any part of a, run,"
in lines 2, 3, and 4, be struck out, and
that the words " and enter upon any run

On resuming:-

or before entering upon any run that
shall be fenced " be inserted in lien

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.

amendment is that a station may consist

S. H. Parker) moved that the President
do now leave the chair for the purpose of
further considering the Bill in committee.
Question put and passed.

of a large quantity of land, the home
paddock of whichl may be more than ten
miles from where the fence is. A person
might thus be able to get into a run until
he was within tein miles of the head
station but would not have to give notice.
My idea is that a person should give
notice as soon as lie is about to enter
upon a fenced run.
Tmx COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
S. If. Prkerm) ; This clause involved a
considerable amount of discussion in
another place, and was ultimiately agreed
to in the terms of the Bill now before the
House. In the Assembly there are a
ntumber of squatters who arc fully
acqunated with the circumstances of
the colony, and it has been pointed out
to inc that in some places the boundaries
of the runls are 40 or 50 miles froLm the
head station or place where a notice could

thereof.

TiN COMMITTEES.

Schedule agreed to. Bill reported.
The Standing Orders were snspended.
THIRD READING.

The Bill was then read. a third time,

and lpasseJ.
DROVING BILL.
IN

COMMITTEE.

Clause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2.-Interpretation:
THE HON. R. G. BlIRGES: I move
to add., at the end of the clause, the words
Iunless such stock be carried by railway."
Unless this is added there will be great

My

object

in

making this
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be given, so that if it is compulsory
upon the drover to give notice it will
necessitate his taking a messenger about
with him. To prevent this great tax
on drovers it has been thought quite
sufficient if the notice is given when the
drover approachies within ten miles of a
bead station. I think hon. members will
consider this amnple, especially, as it was
a compromise agreed to by the members
of another place who are interested in the
subject.
THE HON. C. E. DEMPSTER : It
does not say whether the notice is to be a
verbal one or in writing.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
S&H. Parker): Either.
THE Hox. E. HENTY: I take it that

stations here are not larer than in the
other Australian colonies, and there it is
necessary that notice shall be given. I
quite agree that it will be too much to
ask a drover to go 40 or 50 miles to give
notice, but if you come within 10 miles
you may get the flocks boxed up before
the owner knows that travelling sheep
are on his run.
Tif HoN. J. E. RICHARDSON: I
think 10 miles too far, although the distance would certainly have a tendency to
prevent travelling sheep becoming boxed
up with the sheep on the station.
NotTHE HfON. R. G. BURGES:
withstanding what the lion. Colonial
Secretary has said about the compromiseagreed to by mnembers of another place, I
think the opinion of members of this
[louse should have a little weight attached
to it. I would point out that the Bill
says that the notice given should specify
the route which the stock are about to
be driven across, and how can that be
done if the stock have alreadly entered
the run P
THE: H[oN. E. H. WITTENOOM:- In
the North stations are fenced 30 or 40
miles from the homestead, and in some of
the padldocks there are from 4,000 to
6,000 sheep. Under this Bill. a drover
may come along and travel right through
the station-owners' paddocks -until he is

within 10 miles of the homestead, and
then give notice. By that time all the
mischiief will have been done. I think,
when the paddocks are large and are a.
great distance from the homestead, it may
lie sufficient. for notice to be given to the
boundary riders. I also agree with the
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Hon2. Mr. Bunges that it is absurd that
the notice should have to state the route
aftepr half the distance has been travelled.
I hope the amendment will be agreed to.
THE foxN. E. MeLARTY:
I quite
agree with what the Hon. Mr. Wittenoom
has said. In the case of a fenced run, it
is not sufficient to give notice when within
10 ]miles of the homestead, although, at
the same time, there should be somelIiinit,
because squatters might fence their runs
for 100 miles, and it would be unreasonable to ask drovers to go that distance.
I would suggest the distance be made 20
miles.
TH E Hoiv. F. M. STONE: If a. drover
has to give notice before he enters the
run , the latter part of the clause which
says that the route must be specified is
correct, but if the drover is to be allowed
to get within 10 miles, of course it is
absurd to specify the route. I am told.
that where sheep are as far off as 40
miles from the homestead it is usual to
have some person in charge of them., to
whom the notice might be given, If a
drover is to enter the run, all the harm.
sway be done before the notice can he
given.
THE

How. E. H. WITTENOOM: In

these days of scab and stray sheep I
think every precaution should be taken to
give the owners notice of travelling sheep.
TmE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
S. H. Parker): After the discussion 'that
has taken place I am more than ever,
convinced of the superiority of our
members. I quoted the opinions of
membi ers of the Lower House, because I
was informed that the united wisdom of
the members there interested in sheep
had come to this conclusion, but after
listening to the arguments of hion. menihers I have come to the conclusion that
the amiendlment is a reasonable one, and
I shaill make no furthier opposition to it.
Amendment put and passed.
THE HON. P. M. STONE moved, as a
further amendment, that the words "as
aforesaid," in the 5th line, be struck out,
and the words "all stock on any part of
a rnm" be inserted in lieu thereof.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clause 7. - Travelling stock to be
branded T:
TmE How. H.-IL. WITTENOOM: I.
move that the letter "T," in the second
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h'ne, be struck out, aid the words "his at all. If there is, what is the object of
registered horse or cattle brand" be having to give notice? Then there will be
inserted in lien thereof. M y reason for the expense of putting on the double
mnoving tbis is that if all travelling stock brand. If we can manage with one
are branded T there will be no chance of brand, it must surely be better than two.
obtaining information as to who the Thousands of sheep have left the station
owners are, but if tile horse or cattle I have an interest in, and they never go
brand is put on, the marks will be easily without a brand, and when travelling
distinguishable. Nearly every owner of anlyone knows them.
sheep has a liorse or cattle brand,
TAE HON. F, M. STONE: It would
although not necessarily a sheep brand;
meet the difficulty, I think, if we reand it would not be any greater trouble committed clause 6, and added after
"Notice to be given" "and specify
to put on the one than the other.
TnRu ]ION. ft. G. BURGES: I SUPi- brand."
Amendment put and lpssed.
port the amendment. With all the wisdon of lion, memnbers of another place, I
Clause, as amended, agreed to.
do not think they could have done anyClause 8.-Sheep or cattle returning
thing more than they have to spread scab. to the samel district to pay a travelling
A man may box up his sheep with those charge:
on a run, and if they are all branded with
THE How. F. MW.
STONE: I move that
the letter T, no one will know who did the the words " and travelling under a permnit
"in the form of the 4th Schedule of thi
mischief.
"Act, from the Resident Magistrate of
THE COLONIALT SECRETARY (Hon.
"the District," in lines 11, 12, and 13,
S.H. Parker): The object of branding
with T1is to give stock owners notice that be struck out. I think the members
the sheep are travelling. If they are
another place have not considered
branded with the ordinary brand it will what the effect of these words will he.
convey no intimation whatever that tiley) In the Northern districts there are uio
are travelling. It is quite true that the Resident Magistrates, perhaps, within
letter T would not convey any informia- *hundreds of miles. In the Murehison
tion as to the ownership of the sheep, but district, if this part of the clause is left
it would show they were travelling sheep. iii, station owners would never bie able to
Perhaps I might suggest that instead of travel their sheep at all, and so in the
striking out the letter T we might have lDe Grey district sheep owners would not
the registered horse or cattle brand put *be abl to no-move their sheep f rom one
station to another for change of pason as well.
THE HoN. E. HENTY: I quite agre
ture.
with what the Hon. Colonial Secretary
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
has said. On more than one occasion I S. H. Parber): I quite recognise that
have seen 15,000 or 18,000 sheep with a there may be considerable difficulty in
obtaining the permit of a, Resident
double brand put on with equal speed is
Magistrate iin some districts, but I would
the ordinary brand is put on.

Iof

THE

flow. E. McLARTY: I was

about myself to make the suggestion
which has just been put forward by the
Hon. Colonial Secretary. I think all
travelling sheep albhnld have some brand
to show who the owners are.
THe HON. C. E. DEMP'STER: I amn
in accord with what has fallen from the
Hon. Mr. Wittenoom, but I also see that
it is necessary to brand with the letter T.
Perhaps the Colonial Secretary's suggestion will meet the case.
THE HoN. E. H. WIflENOOM: The
suggestion of the Colonial Secretary seenms
most reasonable, but I do not think there
is the least necessity to have the letter T

point out that there is a changer of allowing persons to travel their sheep from one
run to another, ostensibly for the purpose
of change of pasture. It maty be that an
unfortunate owner may have very valuable
pieces of land capable of supporting a
large nuinberof stock, and his neighbours

may keep travelling their sheep to and
fro for the purpose of obtaining the food.
THE: HoN. E. H. WITTENOOM: I
shall support this amendment, because no
Per-son who travelled his sheep in the way
the Ron. Colonial Secretary -would suggest could be said to be doing so bond

,fide, The great safeguard against what the
Colonial-Secretary suggests is obtainied
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in clause 5, by which sheep must be
travelled a certain distance every day.
Amendmnent put and passed.
Clause, as amended, agreed tq.
Clause 9 agreed to.
Schedules 1, 2, and 3 agreed to.
Schedule 4:
'12M ROaN. F. M. STONE: I move that
this schedule be struck out, it being now
unnecessary.
Question put and passed.
Bill reported.
ROADS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and was, read. a first time.

ADJOURNXENT.
The Council, at 8-55 o'clock p.m., adjourned until Monday, 5th November, at
7-3O o'clock p.

LANDS RESUMION DILL.
JoaN FoxREST,

Introduced by Sir
read a first time.

and

COST OF CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSTON
Mu. HARPER, in accordance with
notice, moved for a return of the expenses
incurred up to date by the Civil Service
Comlmission, including the cost of printing
the first progress report. He thought,
looking at the voluminousness of this
report, it became a question of cost
against value. If they were going to
have manly more of these reports he was;
certain no one was ever likely to read
them, and if they did read them, the
value of themn would not be much.
Therefore, before they, went any further,
he thought it was desirable they should
have some idea. what this Commission
was likely to cost.
THffE PREMIER (Hon. Sir 3. Forrest)
said he had been supplied with a. return
by the secretary of the Civil Service
Commission, from whichi it appeared that
the cost of the Commission for the six
mouths ending the 31st October ultimo,
incluiding a sum of £175, the cost of
printing the first progress report, was
£439 Os. 3d. He begged to lay tile
return on the table for the information of
the members.
Motion put and passed.
RAILWAYS ACT FURTHER AMENDMINT BILL.

Thursdaty, 1st November, 1894.
Chinese Immigration Restriction Act Amendment Bill;
first reading-Lands Resumption Bill: first reading
-Cost of Civil Service Commission-Railways Act
Further Amendment bill: tbird redng-Dentists
Bill. Legislative Counacls~f amean cuts-Mnacipal
Inetitlltions Bill; reasons for disagreeing with
Legisla1:tive Council's amendments-Mesae from
aset to Bills-Etaes
@
&ep
Goeir
nbc~~~~~
log"-:
consrheerd in committee-Police
Act Amendment tilU Legislative Council's amnendmieats-Loan Bill (215WO.00): Messages from the
Leiltve Couacl-Fesclag1ill; Orderof the Dy
faieo tefurthercosdrtn of the Bill int coinsaittee dlsehargeti-Adjosrnment.

THFE SPEAKER took the chiair at
4-80 p.m.
PRAYERS.
CHENESE IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Introduced by Mnt. JAMEs, and read
first tune.

Mufniicipal Insltunlious Bill. 123

ab

Read a third time, and transmitted to
the Legislative Council.
DENTISTS BILL.
LEGISLATIVE COUGNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.

The amendments made by the Legislative Council in this Bill were agreed to
with out comment.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS BILL.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.
POINT OF UROCEDURE.

On the Order of the Day'for the
consideration of the reasons why the
Assembly disagreed with certain amendments made by7 the Legislative Council in
this Bill,
Tas PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest)
said: Before these reasons are considered,
I would like to say that the importance

